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ABSTRACT
Learning experience at cultural heritage site is highly necessary needed to visitor when visiting cultural heritage sites. However, it is not adequately provided with the existing of traditional media. Augmented Reality is an alternative of the current emerging technologies to be applied at cultural heritage sites to facilitate learning experience. This article presents the design and development of the mobile augmented reality application towards enjoyable informal learning at cultural heritage sites. The application is designed by adapting three major theories, enjoyment theory, mindfulness theory, and design of enjoyable technology. It is expected that the application is able to help visitor learn informally in enjoyable way at cultural heritage site. Finally, the mobile augmented reality application for cultural heritage site towards enjoyable informal learning becomes the main finding of the study.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Augmented reality (AR) is a current emerging technology nowadays. Its breakthrough has made many changes in various fields in terms of technological aspect. AR technology overlays the virtual object into the real world that enables user to have the virtual and real world experience at the same time. AR prefers to add certain virtual object to the real world rather than completely replacing the whole environment [1]. Hence, AR is able to enhance visitor’s perception without distracting user from the real world [2]. Mobile AR is a new emerging technology in the market. It attracts the leading brands with $1.5 billion revenue stream by 2015 [3]. Since 1997, Mobile AR has developed rapidly in many fields, such as, cultural heritage, education, entertainment, construction, tourism, architecture, marketing, navigation and path finding and geographical field work [4].

Cultural heritage site is the identity of nation that needs to be conserved. Cultural heritage is also a place for learning. Visitors can learn about the history that is hidden under the magnificent architecture of cultural heritage building. This type of learning is called informal learning, where learning is not constrained as an activity that takes place in institutional education but it can be conducted outside the formal institution, in this context, cultural heritage. Consequently, it makes learning process in cultural heritage relies heavily on intrinsic motivation that makes the learning process should be enjoyable [5]. It has impact on visitor for enjoying their visit and does not feel the learning process whereas they obtain the new knowledge at the same time. Informal learning can happen anywhere, in every day’s life which relates to work or family. It is also possible for visitors to learn from artefacts, historical places and events. However, the interpretive media that is provided in the cultural heritage does not support the informal learning. Based on the study done by [6], only 8% of heritage site in Central and East Java, Indonesia that provide digital media (audio and video) as the non-personal interpretive media. Mostly, the interpretive media are in traditional form, such as interpretive boards, booklets and maps, which are not interesting and motivating for visitors [7].

This study implements mobile AR for helping visitor conducting enjoyable informal learning at the cultural heritage site. In order to achieve the result, AR@Prambanan was developed to help visitor to conduct enjoyable informal learning at Prambanan Temple Complex, Yogyakarta. This paper consists of five sections. The second section explains about mobile AR. The third section discusses about the enjoyable informal learning. The fourth section details out the development process of AR@Prambanan application. Lastly, the fifth section is the conclusion of the study.

2. MOBILE AUGMENTED REALITY
AR enables user to have the virtual world and the real world in the same time and same space. It augments the virtual object to the real world, such as augments virtual image or textual annotations on the scene [8]. According to [1], AR is defined by three criteria, (a) combines real and virtual, (b) interactive in real time and (c) registered in 3D. AR helps user to perform their tasks by overlaying the virtual object that contains information that helps user to accomplish the task.

Mobile AR applies to the concept of truly mobile, where the system is away from conditioned environments, such as, research laboratories and special work areas [9]. Mobile AR allows user to have AR experience anytime and anywhere. Mobile AR system has specific requirements, which are, wearable input (camera), interaction devices, display, wireless networking, data storage and access, and computational platform [9] [10]. The current increase usage of mobile phone also makes AR is possible to be implemented in mobile phone, beside smart-phone and also tablet [10]. The next section explains about enjoyable informal learning that includes three theories, enjoyment theory, mindfulness theory and design of enjoyable technology.
3. ENJOYABLE INFORMAL LEARNING

As what have been mentioned in introduction, learning in cultural heritage site should be enjoyable. The enjoyable informal learning criteria can be formalized from the three theories, which are enjoyment definition, mindfulness theory and design of enjoyable technology. The mindfulness theory is chosen as the most suitable theory for informal learning in cultural heritage. The enjoyment and design of enjoyable technology relate with the enjoyable and technology element. The followings are the explanation of the three theories:

3.1 Enjoyment

According to [5], enjoyment involves three dimensions: (i) engagement, a person should engage and focus in activity with high levels of attention, (ii) positive effect, a person feels good feeling that is aroused from satisfaction, happiness or similar emotions, (iii) fulfillment, a person feels to be fulfilled by doing some activity that makes them achieve their needs. Davis, a psychologist, comes with a theory of enjoyment that X is enjoying Y iff Y is causing X to have an additive amount of pleasure of what X is experiencing [11]. Warner (1951) has another formula:

A (a person enjoys experience); B (activity); C (concept); t (time)

(1) A Bs at t’

(2) A’s Bing causes A at t: (i) to believe, of his Bing, that the concepts in C apply to it, (ii) to desire, of his Bing, under the concepts in C that it occur;

(3) A desires for its own sake what (2, ii) describes him as desiring [12]

It can be concluded that Warner’s definition of enjoyment is an activity that contains pleasure and fulfills desire in certain amount of time. Whereas, Beck said that enjoyment is not a joyful feeling but it is the effect of satisfaction of needs or natural impulse that human experiences [13]. Enjoyment also occurs in a physical activity that makes Dishman states that it is a proximal and tangible influence of behavior that provides an immediate reward as being active in physical [14].

It can be concluded that enjoyable informal learning is a learning process where learner does not feel the “learn” part but at the same time achieving the new knowledge.

3.2 Mindfulness

Mindfulness theory is related with mindfulness and mindlessness characters of visitors at cultural heritage site. According to [15], mindfulness and mindlessness have different meaning. Mindfulness means care to the world around us and mindlessness refers to when the person does not active to process new information. Figure 1 depicts two combination factors deals with the interpretative communication at heritage, “communication” and “visitor” factors [16]. The process starts with: each positive element in communication factor influences the visitor factor (high level of fatigue and interest in content), and then goes to the cognitive state (mindful), at the end, visitor accepts the result (more learning, high satisfaction and greater understanding). This will have the opposite result for the process which has lack of communication factor. The mindfulness model can be applied to different situations and organization aims. It is also proved how to get the mindful and mindfulness visitors at heritage site. In summary, the role of communication factor is extremely important.

Fig 1: Mindfulness for Communication with Visitors
(Moscardo, 1996)

The followings are the explanation of communication factors for mindful character:

a) The Variety / Change

It is found out that the multisensory, audio visual and dynamic interpretive techniques are good to enhance visitor attention and learning [16]. It is written clearly that the traditional exhibit is one the factors to induce the mindlessness. So it is confirm that in order to create a mindful visitor, the novel and multisensory media are needed.

b) Use of questions

Questions are good to increase visitor’s learning. It is one of the cognitive orientation devices for mindful visitors to recall the knowledge that they have got while wandering at the site. Further, guided tours, pre-visit instruction and organization of exhibit material are other types of these cognitive orientation devices.

c) Visitor control / Interactive exhibits

Interactive material is useful to catch and keep visitor’s attention as well as to improve their learning and interest [17]. Moreover, by giving the chance for visitors to control the information that they receive will also increase the level of interpretation.

d) Connection with the visitors

An effective interpretation is the one which can relate the present experience with the prior experience of visitors in the past. Since the interest of visitors will not always remain constant throughout their visit so it will be better to connect the heritage story with visitor’s story.
e) Good physical orientation
Visitors who are easily to find their way inside built heritage are more mindful than those who do not. The presence of maps and signs are highly needed for the visitors. Since mostly visitors prefer to carry the map and ask the way to the staff [17] at the site.
f) Repetition
Repetition of the exhibits is not effective for interpretation as it has potentiality to induce the mindfulness.
g) Novelty / conflict / surprise
The surprise, conflict or novelty factor is important to keep the interest of visitors and wake them up from the boredom and tiring.

The communication factors for mindfulness character are the contradiction of the ones in mindful character. These factors are the indicator of why visitors can be mindfulness at heritage site.

3.3 Design of Enjoyable Technology
The design of enjoyable technology is concluded by [18] as follows:

a. User control and participation
A set of challenges and activities should be embedded in the technology for users to feel enjoy. The activities should allow users to test their skills also makes users have the feel of control while doing the activities. Then, they can see the effect of their actions as a sense of personal power. The key point of enjoyable experience is the active participation that is given to users.

b. Variation and multiple opportunities
The opportunities to change or customize the product should be given to user. The set of setting that enable user to personalize the product gives user the feeling of control. These changes are chosen under series of options and variations.

c. Social opportunities and social cohesion
Technology should allow user to do things collectively in group of people. It should bring user to the cohesion of society where user can interact and feels as part of the group.

All the theories above are the basis guideline in order to find the criteria of enjoyable informal learning. The explanation about the development of AR@Prambanan that includes the criteria and technique are provided in section four.

4. DEVELOPMENT OF AR@PRAMBANAN: AUGMENTED REALITY APPLICATION AT PRAMBANAN TEMPLE COMPLEX
AR@Prambanan is developed to help visitors have informal leaning at cultural heritage site. AR@Prambanan application gives the information provision and enhances the visiting experience at Prambanan Temple Complex, Yogyakarta, Indonesia. It assists visitors’ understanding and tells the Prambanan Temple history via an engaging and interactive mobile application.

The criteria of AR@Prambanan is taken from the enjoyable informal learning theories, which are, enjoyment, mindfulness and design of enjoyable technology theory (refer to figure 2).

Fig 2. Enjoyable informal learning in cultural heritage site
Below is the link between the criteria and the features in AR@Prambanan application (refer to table 1):

Table 1: Criteria of mobile AR for cultural heritage site towards enjoyable informal learning

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Mobile AR for Cultural Heritage Sites towards Enjoyable Informal Learning: AR@Prambanan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Variety of media</td>
<td>Use variety of media to be embedded in the application, such as, text, image, video and website.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User control/visitor control/interactive exhibits</td>
<td>Let user to control their action towards the application.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good physical orientation</td>
<td>Use maps to guide users for finding the location of the cultural heritage site.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of questions and participation</td>
<td>Provide questions about related cultural heritage site to recall visitor’s learning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Novelty/conflict/surprise</td>
<td>Provide pop up balloons of AR location of cultural heritage sites that has background of real environment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variation and multiple opportunities</td>
<td>Provide the options for user to change the view of application with live, map and list view.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social opportunities/social cohesion</td>
<td>Let users to interact and discuss about the content of application with their group.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feeling of fulfillment</td>
<td>User feels fulfilled to use the application for learning in cultural heritage site</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feeling of pleasure</td>
<td>User feels happy to use the application for learning in cultural heritage site</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Due to technical limitation, the criteria of connection with visitor has not been applied yet in the application.

After obtaining the criteria of enjoyable informal learning, the application is start to be developed. AR@Prambanan is developed using Junaio. Junaio is a freely available for download for mobile users in Android or iOS platforms. The application was developed for one month. The first step is, register an account on http://dev.junaio.com/ (refer to figure 3). Secondly, create a channel for the application. This
channel contains about information of AR@Prambanan channel (refer to figure 4).

After create the channel, it is continued by creating a webhost for storing all contents for the channel. All content, such as, text, video, link of website and quiz will be uploaded to the webhost database (refer to figure 5) that will be connected with Junaio website. The application uses XML file as the markup language, JPEG and PNG as the format for image content, and MP4 for video.

Finally, after all content and coding are uploaded, the development process is done. The application is ready to be used. Figure 6 until Figure 8 are the screen shots of AR@Prambanan application.
Fig 5: Storing content in webhost Database

Fig 6: AR@Prambanan application

Fig 7: Option for Prambanan Temple Complex consists of Prambanan Evolution, video, website and quiz
5. EVALUATION
Evaluation of study has been conducted on January, 4th, 2014 at Prambanan Temple Complex, Yogyakarta, Indonesia. The purpose of the evaluation is to seek the important features and guidelines for mobile AR for cultural heritage towards enjoyable informal learning also measure the applicability of AR@Prambanan application. The questionnaire consists of two open-ended questions and two close-ended questions which are adapted from study of website usage for museum learning by Aleck Lin, Walter Fernandez and Shirley Gregor in 2012 [5]. The questionnaire use 5-point likert scale, which are extremely not important, important, neutral, important and extremely important.

The approach of the evaluation is the visitor are offered to try the AR@Prambanan application and asked to answer the questionnaire afterwards. There are thirty respondents from both domestic visitors and international visitors with the range of age from 21 to 60 years old. The demographic profiles include gender, age and nationality of the respondents are illustrated in following tables (refer to table 2):

Table 2. Frequency of Gender

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demographic</th>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>21-30</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>31-40</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>41-50</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>51-60</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nationality</td>
<td>Indonesian</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Foreigner</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The total of female and foreigner respondents are bigger than male and Indonesian respondents. In addition, the majority range of age of respondents is from 21 to 30 years old.

The first question of evaluation asks about the criteria of AR features for informal learning at cultural heritage site. The highest score is obtained by short and simple learning content with overall mean 4.4333. The second highest score goes to the accessibility to people anywhere at anytime criteria (4.3000) followed by attractive interface criteria (4.2667) and easy to use and find way around criteria (4.2667). The criterion of opportunities to interact reaches the lowest score with 3.9667. The figure 9 illustrates the overall mean score of AR criteria for informal learning at cultural heritage site.

Figure 9. AR Features for Informal Learning at Cultural Heritage Site

The second question of evaluation is open-ended question asks about other AR content suggestions (3D virtual characters, hologram, etc) that visitor considers important for informal learning at cultural heritage site. The highest score is reached by 3D virtual character content with 16.67%. Besides, other content such as, timeline, hologram, history, projection, pictures in temple, detail information, explainable photograph and also updated pictures have the same score with 3.33%.
Figure 10 illustrates the suggested AR content for informal learning at cultural heritage site.

![Figure 10: Suggested AR Content for Informal Learning at Cultural Heritage Site](image)

The third question asks about guidelines for designing mobile AR for informal learning. The highest score is reached by the freedom of visitor to explore their interest with 4.3333. The second highest score goes to the use of interactive media with 4.222. The guideline of the use of narrative storytelling to present content, the feel of fun and enjoy while using the application and arouses the positive mood obtains the same score which is 4.1852. The lowest score is reached by connection to social media with score 3.8889. Figure 11 illustrates the mean score of guidelines for designing mobile AR for informal learning.

![Figure 11: Guidelines for Designing Mobile AR for Informal Learning](image)

The fourth question is an open-ended question that asks other important guidelines for designing mobile AR for informal learning. There are only a few answers for this question. The two received answers are the audio content addition and more information about the cultural heritage site with the same score 3.33%.

Three from thirty respondents (10%) mention the importance of application to be standalone application which can be used without internet connection. Such kind of application for other sites is also encouraged. The response of visitor is positive towards AR@Prambanan application. Visitor feels happy with the presence of application that can help them to obtain more knowledge and enjoy their visit at Prambanan Temple. As stated in the result, the most important criteria of AR for informal learning is short and simple learning content and the freedom of visitor to explore their interest as guideline for designing mobile AR for informal learning. It concludes that the mobile AR for informal learning should let visitor to explore their interest and provide short and simple learning content.

6. CONCLUSION

Enjoyable Informal learning is essential to be conducted in cultural heritage site. This paper contributes to enjoyable informal learning criteria which are adapted from the theory of enjoyment, theory of mindfulness and design of enjoyable technology. The AR@Prambanan is mobile AR application for enjoyable informal learning in cultural heritage that is developed to help visitor for conducting enjoyable informal learning in Prambanan Temple Complex, Yogyakarta, Indonesia. The evaluation of AR@Prambanan shows positive response towards the application. This supports the implementation of mobile AR for informal learning in cultural heritage site.
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